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Abstract

Underwater acoustic communications in waveguides is known to be prone to severe multi-
path, which strongly limitates practical transmission rates with actual equalization tech-
niques. The virtual Time Reversal Mirror (vTRM) principle uses the actual response of
the ocean waveguide to attempt to reduce the multipath structure which, under ideal
conditions, allows for environment independent signal extraction. One of the known li-
miting factors is the time stability of the acoustic channel. This paper focuses essentially
in two aspects: one, is to demonstrate the potential application of the vTRM approach
to undo the severe intersymbol interference in a real variable geometry channel scenario
and, the other, is the variability of detection performance with symbol rate and source -
array distance. The results obtained on at-sea recorded data during the INTIFANTE’00
sea trial will be shown to support the expectations.

1 Introduction

The underwater acoustic channel is extremely adverse to high throughput communica-
tions. For a shallow water waveguide, the most imparing effects are the surface and
bottom reflections (multipath) and the rapid signal attenuation with range. Multipath
is responsible for a continuous symbol superposition at the receiver making it difficult
to detect the transmitted message - that is known as Intersymbol Interference (ISI). At
short range there are only a few paths: one direct, one surface and one bottom reflected
that is, if the geometry is known, arrival times can be easily predicted leading to possible
multipath separation at the receiver. When range increases to practical useful distances
of a few kilometers, the received signal becomes a combination of a large number of bot-
tom and surface reflections whose arrival times, due to medium inohomogeneities and
bottom and surface roughness, are fairly difficult to accurately predict. After a given
source-receiver range, the signal attenuation effect becomes dominant, thus limiting the
number of multipath by volume and bottom attenuation, i.e., their amplitude is below
the background noise level.

Classical methods to counter multipath effects are based on signal equalizers, which
task is to estimate the parametric filter coefficients that reverse filters the channel re-



sponse [1]. That procedure generally require the transmission of a known test sequence,
thus reducing the channel efficiency since, in real conditions, the underwater acoustic
channel response changes quite rapidly, making it necessary to continuously adjust the
equalizer response. Attention has been recently drawn to an alternative technique based
on the actual acoustic channel response as measured at an earlier/later time than the
data transmission. This technique was originally proposed in underwater acoustics by
Parvulescu in 1967 (republished in [2]) and then re-presented by Jackson et al. [3, 4, 5]
as “phase-conjugation” (PC) or its time domain equivalent “time-reversal mirror”(TRM).
This regain of interest was justified after the experimental test carried by Kuperman et al.
[6] where it was shown that for low frequency tones at 400 Hz the environment remained
stable over long periods of several hours and even days. During this test, the signal re-
ceived at the vertical array were time reversed and retransmitted back to the source from
each array exact hydrophone point. The acoustic field, as measured at (or nearby) the
source, showed a stable focusing effect both in time and space. In that sense, the TRM
acts as an optimum time-space recombiner thus providing a simultaneous solution to the
multipath and attenuation most imparing effects as mentioned above. The usage of the
TRM principle for “undoing” the acoustic channel, not in the ocean but in the computer,
was first suggested by Dowling et al. [5] as ”passsive phase conjugation” (p-PC) and
applied to underwater communications by Silva et al.[7] under the name of virtual TRM
(vTRM). Similar techniques have been recently applied with real data in [8, 9].

This paper focus in two aspects: one, is to offer a common theoretical view for TRM and
MFP as signal estimation techniques and second, it shows with experimental data that
under realistic moving -AUV to VLA communication conditions, the long time stability
of the acoustic channel is not verified.

2 Theoretical background

2.1 Data model and optimum estimators

Let us assume that the transmitted signal is Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) and can
be written as

s(t) =
+∞∑

m=−∞

Amp(t − mTs), (1)

where Am is the symbol sequence, Ts is the symbol duration and p(t) is the pulse shape
function. Assuming the acoustic channel as a time-invariant linear system with impulse
response hl(t), the received signal at hydrophone l is

yl(t, θτ ) = hl(t, θt) ∗ s(t) + ul(t), (2)

where θt represents the environmental and geometric parameters that produce the im-
pulse response hl(t) and where ul(t) is an additive zero mean white noise, assumed to be
uncorrelated with the signal and from sensor to sensor. The Fourier transform of yl(t, θt)
at time τ and frequency ω is

yl(ω, θτ ) = hl(ω, θτ )s(ω) + ul(ω), (3)

which can be condensed in a convenient vectorial notation for all the hydrophone array
{l = 1, . . . , L} as

y(ω, θτ) = h(ω, θτ )s(ω) + u(ω), (4)



Estimating s(ω) in (4) is a classical problem whose least squares (or maximum likeli-
hood) optimal solution is given by

sLS(ω) = wH(ω, θτ)
Hy(ω, θτ ), (5)

where H designates complex conjugate transpose and the weight vector w is given by

w(ω, θτ) =
h(ω, θτ)

[hH(ω, θτ )h(ω, θτ)]
, (6)

which is a simple matched filter adjusted to the impulse response h(ω, θτ ) at time τ . At
this point there are various alternatives: one, is to consider that the channel impulse
response h(ω, θτ ) needs to be estimated, which leads to a ill conditioned blind estimation
problem similar to that found in air-wireless communications; the other, is to consider
h(ω, θτ) as a known function of an unknown parameter θτ , and attempt to estimate θτ

prior to estimating s(ω): that is an environmentally blind problem which solution requires
also a multiparameter non-linear numerical optimization; yet, another - approximate -
solution to finding h(ω, θτ ) is to consider that the channel of propagation varies slowly
compared to the symbol duration Ts and that h(ω, θτ) ≈ h(ω, θτ+T ), for T > Ts - that is
the p-PC or vTRM approach as mentioned above.

2.2 The vTRM receiver

Let assume that the waveguide is excited by an impulse signal at time τ + T such that
the received signal is written

z(ω, θτ+T ) = h(ω, θτ+T ) + u(ω) (7)

thus, as per the vTRM approach, an estimator of the weight vector in (5) can be given
by

ŵvTRM(ω, θτ ) =
z(ω, θτ+T )

zH(ω, θτ+T )z(ω, θτ+T )
. (8)

This can be justified by the following reasoning: under an high SNR assumption it can
be assumed that ŵvTRM(ω, θτ ) ≈ w(ω, θτ+T ) and replacing that as weight vector in (5)
gives

ŝvTRM(ω) = wH(ω, θτ+T )y(ω, θτ ), (9)

thus

ŝvTRM(ω) =
hH(ω, θτ+T )

hH(ω, θτ+T )h(ω, θτ+T )
h(ω, θτ )s(ω) +

hH(ω, θτ+T )

hH(ω, θτ+T )h(ω, θτ+T )
u(ω), (10)

where the first term equates to κs(ω) if and only if

hH(ω, θτ+T )h(ω, θτ ) = constant, (11)

i.e., if θτ+T = θτ . That expression is absolutely equivalent to the Green’s functions
product and sum in the p-PC formulation of [5] and that over modes for the TRM [6] and
vTRM [7], with the advantage of introducing a statistical context where observation noise
and signal properties have an important role. In particular the high SNR assumption in (8)
and the second term of (10) that is a non-white noise sequence, whose impact on the final



result remains to be studied. In this notation, θ was introduced as a generic parameter
that denotes both geometric and environmental parameters of the acoustic medium. At
this point a distinction should be made between these two types of parameters. In fact,
only environmental parameters, such as sound speed and surface roughness has been tested
as relatively stable in [6]. Here, under realistic conditions and at higher frequencies, it
becomes clear that geometric parameters have a much higher impact than environmental
parameters, on the stability assumptions that are the basis for TRM to work.

3 The INTIFANTE’00 sea trial
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Figure 1: INTIFANTE’00 Event I source-receiver geometry and bathymetry; ULVA refers
to the VLA position.

The INTIFANTE’00 sea trial took place during October 2000, off the town of Setúbal,
approximately 50 km south from Lisbon, Portugal. This sea trial had a number of objec-
tives ranging from ocean tomography to autonomous vehicle navigation, among which a
few events were concerned to underwater communications. This paper will concentrate
on Event 1, that extends for about 5 hours worth of data on October 16, between 04:36
and 09:41. The source were signals emitted with a Honeywell HX-90G sound projector
hanging from the oceanographic vessel NRP D. Carlos I, at nominal depth of 60 m. The
receiver was a surface suspended 16 equispaced-hydrophone vertical line array (VLA)
spanning nominal depths between 31 and 91 m. The received signals were transmitted
via a high density radio link to onboard NRP D. Carlos I, pre-processed, monitored and
stored. The source - receiver geometry along Event I is shown in figure 1. The data being
analysed here was obtained during stations 1, 3 and 4 at approximate source - receiver
ranges of 800, 3300 and 1450 m, respectively. Source receiver ranges and ship speed as
measured from GPS during stations 1, 3 and 4 are shown in detail in figure 2. It can
be seen that, even during stations, the source was continuously moving with, at some
moments, a significant ship movement. Note that also the VLA was free moving in 50 m
radius around the radio-buoy mooring.
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Figure 2: Source -receiver range (top) and ship speed (bottom) as measured from GPS
data during station 1 (a), station 3 (b) and station 4 (c).

3.1 Acoustic signals

Test signals were computer generated, differential binnary phase shift keying (DPSK2)
sequences, with a center frequency of 1.6 kHz and a variable bandwidth depending on
the required bit rate. Each data sequence had a format as shown in figure 3. The first
field is 1 s duration probe signal sent as data header, the second field is a 5 s duration
data sequence and the last field is a 1 s long blank interval. This sequence is continuously
repeated.

tprobe DPSK2 data blank

5 s 1 s1 s

Figure 3: Acoustic data sequences format.

The probe signal (data header) has the pulse shape p(t) of the PSK modulation and is a
root-root raised cosine with 50% roll-off. It serves as acoustic channel excitation to obtain
an estimate ŵvTRM in agreement with equation (8). An example of the probe signal, at a
symbol rate of 75 symbol/s, as received on hydrophone 9 (mid water depth) is shown in
figure 4(a). If this signal is cross correlated with the transmitted signal and the enveloppe
is taken - pulse compressed - the result is shown in figure 4(b), where three main paths
can be distinguished: the direct path, corresponding to the highest peak, the surface path,
the second-highest and the bottom reflected the last and smallest peak. That is a typical
received signal at short range (approximately 350 m range, in this case).

4 Communication results

The estimated probabilities of error for the three stations considered in this analysis
are shown in table 1 using the vTRM technique and without any equalization or phase
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Figure 4: Probe signal received on hydrophone 9, at 64 m depth, for the 75 symbol/s rate
(a), and the respective channel impulse response estimate after pulse compression (b).

synchronization. These results where drawn from a variable statistical population size
between 800 and 2000 symbols. This difference was due to interferences in the RF data
link connection between the VLA and onboard ship. It can be easily seen that this
population size is, in some cases, not sufficient to descriminate the probability of error at
short distance and at low symbol rate. In general, error probability is increasing with time
interval to the probe signal (up to 5 s) and with symbol rate, but in general is extremely
low, attaining a significant value of 4% only at 3.3 km range for a 300 symbol/s rate.

T Station 1 Station 4 Station 3

(s) (%) (%) (%)
75 150 300 75 150 300 75 150 300

1 0 0 0.08 0.02 0.03 0.01 0 2.17 3.80
2 0 0 0.07 0.29 0.03 0.54 0.15 1.27 3.84
3 0.016 0 0.07 0.11 0 0.12 0.34 2.24 4.06
4 0 0.17 0.19 0.29 0.03 1.29 – – –
5 0 0 0.26 0.19 0.11 0.24 – – –

Table 1: Probability error (in %) for stations 1, 4 and 3, in a range increasing order,
at symbol rates of 75, 150 and 300 symbol/s and for a time interval T of 1,2,3,4 and 5
second between the probe signal and the actual data sequence.

5 Conclusion

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: i) the usage of time reversal
in underwater acoustics is presented under a new theoretical context of signal estimation in
noise, leading to a quantification of the influence of observation noise into the estimation
process; ii) the estimated error probability obtained on real signals, transmitted in a
shallow water waveguide at various symbol rates, show that there is a significant loss of
coherence over time intervals of only 5 s between the probe signal and the data sequence;
iii) it is suggested that this error increase are due to source-receiver relative motion, that
was not observed on previous experiments where all equipments were held fixed. Despite,
these results the vTRM approach is promising when coupled with a conventional equalizer
for increasing speed convergence and channel efficiency.
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